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Abstrat: We study the nonparametri ovariane estimation of a stationary Gaussian eld X
observed on a regular lattie. In the time series setting, some proedures like AIC are proved
to ahieve optimal model seletion among autoregressive models. However, there exists no suh
equivalent results of adaptivity in a spatial setting. By onsidering olletions of Gaussian Markov
random elds (GMRF) as approximation sets for the distribution of X , we introdue a novel
model seletion proedure for spatial elds. For all neighborhoods m in a given olletion M,
this proedure rst amounts to omputing a ovariane estimator of X within the GMRFs of
neighborhood m. Then, it selets a neighborhood m̂ by applying a penalization strategy. The so-
dened method satises a nonasymptoti orale type inequality. If X is a GMRF, the proedure is
also minimax adaptive to the sparsity of its neighborhood. More generally, the proedure is adaptive
to the rate of approximation of the true distribution by GMRFs with growing neighborhoods.
Key-words: Gaussian eld, Gaussian Markov random eld, model seletion, pseudolikelihood,
orale inequalities, Minimax rate of estimation.
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Estimation adaptative de hamps gaussiens stationnaires
Résumé : Nous étudions l'estimation non-paramétrique d'un hamp gaussien stationnaire X
observé sur un réseau régulier. Dans le adre des séries temporelles, ertaines proédures omme AIC
réalisent une séletion de modèle optimale parmi les modèles autorégressifs. Cependant, il n'existe
auun résultat analogue d'adaptation pour des hamps spatiaux. En onsidérant des olletions
de hamps de Markov gaussiens omme des ensembles d'approximation de la distribution de X ,
nous introduisons une nouvelle méthode de séletion de modèle pour des hamps spatiaux. Pour
tout voisinage m dans une olletion M donnée, ette proédure estime la ovariane de X par
un hamp de Markov de voisinage m. Puis, elle séletionne un voisinage m̂ grâe à une tehnique
de pénalisation. L'estimateur ainsi déni satisfait une inégalité orale non-asymptotique. Si X est
un hamp de Markov gaussien, la proédure est minimax adaptative à la taille de son voisinage.
Plus généralement, nous prouvons que la proédure s'adapte à la vitesse d'approximation de la
distribution de X par des hamps de Markov gaussiens de voisinage roissant.
Mots-lés : Champ gaussien, hamp de Markov gaussien, séletion de modèle, pseudo-vraisemblane,
inégalités orales, vitesse minimax d'estimation.
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1 Introdution
In this paper, we study the estimation of the distribution of a stationary Gaussian eld X =
(X [i,j])(i,j)∈Λ indexed by the nodes of a square lattie Λ of size p × p. This problem is often en-
ountered in spatial statistis or in image analysis.
Various estimation methods have been proposed to handle this question. Most of them fall into
two ategories. On the one hand, one may onsider diret ovariane estimation. A traditional
approah amounts to omputing an empirial variogram and then tting a suitable parametri var-
iogram model suh as the exponential or Matérn model (Cressie [Cre93℄ Ch.2). Some proedures
also apply to non-regular latties. However, a bad hoie of the variogram model may lead to poor
results. The issue of variogram model seletion has not been ompletely solved yet, although some
proedures based on ross-validation have been proposed. See [Cre93℄ Set.2.6.4 for a disussion.
Most of the nonparametri (Hall et al. [HFH94℄) and semiparametri (Im et al. [ISZ07℄) methods
are based on the spetral representation of the eld. To our knowledge, these proedures have
not yet been shown to ahieve adaptiveness, i.e. their rate of onvergene does not adapt to the
omplexity of the orrelation funtions.
An alternative approah to the problem amounts to onsidering the onditional distribution
at one node given the remaining nodes. This point of view is losely onneted to the notion of
Gaussian Markov Random eld (GMRF). Let G be a graph whose vertex set is Λ. The eld X is
GMRF with respet to G if it satises the following property: for any node (i, j) ∈ Λ, onditionally
to the set of variables X [k,l] suh that (k, l) is a neighbor of (i, j) in G, X [i,j] is independent
from all the remaining variables. GMRFs are also sometimes alled Gaussian graphial models.
A huge literature develops around this subjet sine Gaussian graphial models are promising
tools to analyze omplex high-dimensional systems involved for instane in postgenomi data. In
other appliations, GMRFs are relevant beause they allow to perform Markov hain Monte Carlo
run fastly using Markov properties (e.g. [RT02℄). See Lauritzen [Lau96℄ or Edwards [Edw00℄ for
introdutions to Gaussian graphial models and Markov properties. In the sequel, we assume that
the node (0, 0) belongs to Λ. Sine we assume that the eld X is stationary, dening a graph G is
equivalent to dening the neighborhood m of the node (0, 0). Indeed, the neighborhood of any node
(i, j) ∈ Λ is the transposition of m by (i, j). In the sequel, we all m the neighborhood of a GMRF.
If the neighborhood is empty, then the Markov property states that the omponents of X are all
independent. Alternatively, any zero-mean Gaussian stationary eld is a GMRF with respet to
the omplete neighborhood (i.e. ontaining all the nodes exept (0, 0)).
Numerous papers have been devoted to parametri estimation for stationary GMRFs with a
known neighborhood. The authors have derived their asymptoti properties of suh estimators (see
[BM75, Bes77, Guy87℄). If the eld X is assumed to be a GMRF with respet to a known neigh-
borhood in all these works, the issue of neighborhood seletion has been less studied. Besag and
Kooperberg [BK95℄, Rue and Tjelmeland [RT02℄, Song et al. [SFG08℄, and Cressie and Verzelen
[CV08℄ have takled the problem of approximating the distribution of a Gaussian eld by a GMRF,
but this requires the knowledge of the true distribution. Guyon and Yao have stated in [GY99℄
neessary onditions and suient onditions for a model seletion proedure to hoose asymptot-
ially the true neighborhood of a GMRF with probability one.
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In this paper, we study a nonparametri estimation proedure based on neighborhood seletion.
In short, we selet a suitable neighborhood and estimate the distribution of X in the spae of
stationary GMRFs with respet to this neighborhood. The objetive is not to estimate the true
neighborhood. We rather want to selet a neighborhood that allows to estimate well the distribution
of X (i.e. to minimize a risk). In fat, we do not even assume that the true orrelation of X
orresponds to a GMRF. This estimation proedure is relevant for two main reasons:
 To our knowledge, it is the rst nonparametri estimator in a spatial setting whih ahieves
adaptive rates of onvergene.
 In most of the statistial appliations where GMRFs are involved, the neighborhood is a priori
unknown. Our proedure allows to selet a good neighborhood.
Our problem on a two-dimensional eld has a natural one-dimensional ounterpart in time series
analysis. It is indeed known that an auto-regressive proess (AR) of order p is also a GMRF with
2p nearest neighbors and reiproally (see [Guy95℄ Set. 1.3). In this one-dimensional setting, our
issue reformulates as follows: how an we selet the order of an AR to estimate well the distribution
of a time series? It is known that order seletion by minimization of riteria like AICC, AIC or FPE
satisfy asymptotially orale inequalities (Shibata [Shi80℄ and Hurvih and Tsai [HT89℄). We refer
to Brokwell and Davis [BD91℄ and MQuarrie and Tsai [MT98℄ for detailed disussions. However,
one annot readily extend these results to a spatial setting beause of omputational and theoretial
diulties.
In the rest of this introdution, we further desribe the framework and we summarize the main
results of the paper.
1.1 Conditional regression
Let us now make preise the notations and present the ideas underlying our approah. In the sequel,
Λ stands for the toroidal lattie of size p × p. We onsider the random eld X = (X [i,j])1≤i,j≤p
indexed by the nodes of Λ. Besides, Xv refers to the vetorialized version of X with the onvention
X [i,j] = Xv [(i−1)×p+j] for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p. Using this new notation amounts to forgetting the
spatial struture of X and allows to get into a more lassial statistial framework. For the sake of
simpliity, the omponents of X are dened modulo p in the remainder of the paper.
Throughout this paper, we assume the eld X is entered. In pratie, the statistiian has to
rst subtrat some parametri form of the mean value. Hene, the vetor Xv follows a zero-mean
Gaussian distribution N (0,Σ), where the p2 × p2 matrix Σ is non singular but unknown. Besides,
we suppose that the eld X is stationary on the torus Λ. More preisely, for any r > 0, any
(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , p}2, and any (k1, l1), . . . , (kr, lr) ∈ {1, . . . , p}2r, it holds that
(X [k1,l1], . . . , X [kr,lr]) ∼ (X [k1+i,l1+j], . . . , X [kr+i,lr+j]) .
We observe n ≥ 1 i.i.d. repliations of the vetor Xv. In the sequel, Xv denotes the p2 × n
matrix of the n observations of Xv. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the p × p matrix Xi stands for the i-th
observation of the eld X . All these notations are realled in Table 1 in Setion 1.4. In pratie,
the number of observations n often equals one. Our goal is to estimate the matrix Σ.
We sometimes assume that the eld X is isotropi. Let G be the group of vetor isometries of
the unit square. For any node (i, j) ∈ Λ and any isometry g ∈ G, g.(i, j) stands for the image of
INRIA
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(i, j) in Λ under the ation of g. We say that X is isotropi on Λ if for any r > 0, g ∈ G, and
(k1, l1), . . . , (kr, lr) ∈ {1, . . . , p}2r,
(X [k1,l1], . . . , X [kr,lr]) ∼ (X [g.(k1,l1)], . . . , X [g.(kr,lr)]) .
As mentioned earlier, we aim at estimating the distribution of the eld X through a onditional
distribution approah. By standard Gaussian derivations (see for instane [Lau96℄ App.C), there
exists a unique p× p matrix θ suh that θ[0,0] = 0 and
X [0,0] =
∑
(i,j)∈Λ\{(0,0)}
θ[i,j]X [i,j]+ ǫ[0,0] , (1)
where the random variable ǫ[0,0] follows a zero-mean normal distribution and is independent from the
ovariates (X [i,j])(i,j)∈Λ\{(0,0)}. Equation (1) desribes the onditional distribution of X [0,0] given
the remaining variables. Sine the eld X is stationary, the matrix θ also satises θ[i,j] = θ[−i,−j]
for any (i, j) ∈ Λ. Let us note σ2 the onditional variane of X [0,0] and Ip2 the identity matrix of
size p2. The matrix θ is losely related to the ovariane matrix Σ of Xv through the following
property:
Σ = σ2
(
Ip2 − C(θ)
)−1
, (2)
where the p2 × p2 matrix C(θ) is dened as C(θ)[i1(p−1)+j1,i2(p−1)+j2] := θ[i2−i1,j2−j1] for any 1 ≤
i1, i2, j1, j2 ≤ p. The matrix (Ip2 −C(θ)) is alled the partial orrelation matrix of the eld X . The
so-dened matrix C(θ) is symmetri blok irulant with p× p bloks as stated below. We refer to
[RH05℄ Set.2.6 or the book of Gray [Gra06℄ for denitions and main properties on irulant and
blok irulant matries.
Lemma 1.1. Let θ be a square matrix of size p suh that
for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p, θ[i,j] = θ[−i,−j], (3)
then the matrix C(θ) is symmetri blok irulant with p× p bloks. Conversely, if B is a p2 × p2
symmetri blok irulant matrix with p × p bloks, then there exists a square matrix θ of size p
satisfying (3) and suh that B = C(θ).
A proof is given in the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. In onlusion, estimating the matrix Σ/σ2
amounts to estimating the matrix C(θ), whih is also equivalent to estimating the p× p matrix θ.
This is why, we shall fous on the estimation of the matrix θ.
Let us preise the set of possible values for θ. In the sequel, Θ denote the vetor spae of the p×p
matries that satisfy θ[0,0] = 0 and θ[i,j] = θ[−i,−j], for any (i, j) ∈ Λ. A matrix θ ∈ Θ orresponds
to the distribution of a stationary Gaussian eld if and only if the p2 × p2 matrix (Ip2 − C(θ)) is
positive denite. This is why we dene the onvex subset Θ+ of Θ by
Θ+ :=
{
θ ∈ Θ s.t. (Ip2 − C(θ)) is positive denite} . (4)
The set of ovariane matries of stationary Gaussian elds on Λ with unit onditional variane is
therefore in one to one orrespondene with the set Θ+. Let us dene the orresponding set Θiso
and Θ+,iso for isotropi Gaussian elds.
Θiso := {θ ∈ Θ , θ[i,j] = θ[g.(i,j)] , ∀(i, j) ∈ Λ, ∀g ∈ G} and Θ+,iso := Θ+ ∩Θiso . (5)
RR n° 6797
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1.2 Model seletion
We have the issue of ovariane estimation as an estimation problem for onditional regressions
(Equation (1)). However, the set Θ+ of admissible parameters for the estimation is huge. The
dimension of Θ is indeed of the same order as p2 whereas we only observe p2 non-independent data
if n equals one. In order to avoid the urse of dimensionality, it is natural to assume that the target
θ is approximately sparse.
It is indeed likely that the oeients θ[i,j] are lose to zero for the nodes (i, j) whih are far
from the origin (0, 0). By Equation (1), this means that X [0,0] is well predited by the ovariates
X [i,j] whose orresponding nodes (i, j) are lose to the origin. In other terms, the true ovariane
is presumably well approximated by a GMRF with a reasonable neighborhood. The main diulty
is that we do not know a priori what reasonable means. We want to adapt to the sparsity of the
matrix θ.
In the sequel, m refers to a subset of Λ \ {0, 0}. We all it a model. By Equation (1), the
property X is a GMRF with respet to the neighborhood m is equivalent to the support of θ is
inluded in m. We are given a nested olletionM of models. For any of these models m ∈M, we
ompute θ̂m,ρ1 the Conditional least squares estimator (CLS) of θ for the model m by maximizing
the pseudolikelihood over a subset of matries θ whose support is inluded in m. These estimators
as well as their dependeny on the quantity ρ1 are dened in Setion 2.
The model m that minimizes the risk of θ̂m,ρ1 over the olletion M is alled an orale and is
noted m∗. In pratie, this model is unknown and we have to estimate it. The art of model seletion
is to pik a model m ∈ M that is large enough to enable a good approximation of θ but is small
enough so that the variane of θ̂m,ρ1 is small. Let us reformulate the approah in terms of GMRFs:
given a olletion M of neighborhoods, we ompute an estimator of θ in the set of GMRFs with
neighborhood m, for any m ∈ M. Our purpose is to selet a suitable neighborhood m̂ so that the
estimator θ̂bm has a risk as small as possible.
A lassial method to estimate a good model m̂ is ahieved through penalization with respet
to the size of the models. In the following expression, γn,p(.) stands for the CLS empirial ontrast
that we shall dene in Setion 2. We selet a model m̂ by minimizing the riterion
m̂ = arg min
m∈M
[
γn,p(θ̂m,ρ1) + pen(m)
]
. (6)
where pen(.) denotes a positive funtion dened onM. In this paper, we prove that under a suitable
hoie of the penalty funtion pen(.), the risk of the estimator θ̂bm is as small as possible.
1.3 Risk bounds and adaptation
We shall assess our proedure using two dierent loss funtions. First, we introdue the loss
funtion l(., .) that measures how well we estimate the onditional distribution (1) of the eld. For
any θ1, θ2 ∈ Θ, the distane l(θ1, θ2) is dened by
l (θ1, θ2) :=
1
p2
tr [(C(θ1)− C(θ2))Σ (C(θ1)− C(θ2))] . (7)
INRIA
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Let us reformulate l(θ1, θ2) in terms of onditional expetation
l (θ1, θ2) = Eθ
{[
Eθ1
(
X [0,0]|XΛ\{0,0}
)− Eθ2 (X [0,0]|XΛ\{0,0})]2} ,
where Eθ(.) stands for the expetation with respet to the distribution ofX
v
, N (0, σ2(Ip2−C(θ))−1).
Hene, l(θ̂, θ) orresponds the mean squared predition loss whih is often used in the random
design regression framework, in time series analysis [HT89℄, or in spatial statistis [SFG08℄. More-
over, the loss funtion l(θ̂, θ) is also onneted to the notion of kriging error. The kriging preditor
(Stein [Ste99℄) ofX [0,0] is dened as the best linear ombination of the ovariates (X [k,l])(k,l)∈Λ\{(0,0}
for prediting the value X [0,0]. By Equation (1), this preditor is exatly
∑
(k,l)∈Λ\{(0,0} θ[k,l]X [k,l]
and the mean squared predition error is σ2. If we do not know θ but we are given an estimator θ̂,
then the orresponding kriging preditor
∑
(k,l)∈Λ\{(0,0} θ̂[k,l]X [k,l] has a mean squared predition
error equal to σ2+ l(θ̂, θ). Kriging is a key onept in spatial statistis and it is therefore interesting
to onsider a loss funtion that measures the kriging performanes when one estimates θ.
We shall also assess our results using the Frobenius distane noted ‖.‖F and dened by ‖A‖2F :=∑
1≤i,j≤p A[i,j]
2
. Observe that the Frobenius distane ‖θ1−θ2‖2F also equals the Frobenius distane
between the partial orrelation matries (Ip2 − C(θ1)) and (Ip2 − C(θ2)) (up to a fator p2)
‖θ1 − θ2‖2F =
1
p2
‖(Ip2 − C(θ1))− (Ip2 − C(θ2))‖2F , (8)
Our aim is then to dene a suitable penalty funtion pen(.) in (6) so that the estimator θ̂bm,ρ1
performs almost as well as the orale estimator θ̂m∗,ρ1 . For any model m ∈ M, we dene θm,ρ1 as
the matrix whih minimizes the loss l(θ′, θ) over the sets of matries θ′ orresponding to model m.
The loss l(θm,ρ1 , θ) is alled the bias. Our main result is stated in Setion 3. We provide a ondition
on the penalty funtion pen(.), so that the seleted estimator satises a risk bound of the form
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂bm,ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L inf
m∈M
[
l(θm,ρ1 , θ) + ϕmax(Σ)
Card(m)
np2
]
, (9)
where ϕ
max
(Σ) is the largest eigenvalue of Σ and Card(.) stands for the ardinality. Contrary to
most results in a spatial setting, this upper bound on the risk is nonasymptoti and holds in a
general setting. The term ϕ
max
(Σ)Card(m)/(np2) grows linearly with the size of m and goes to 0
with n and p. In Setion 4, we prove that the variane term of a model m is of the same order
as ϕ
max
(Σ)Card(m)/(np2). Hene, the bound (9) tells us that the risk of θ̂bm,ρ1 is smaller than
a quantity whih is the same order as the risk Eθ[l(θ̂m∗,ρ1 , θ)] of the orale m
∗
. We say that the
seleted estimator ahieves an orale-type inequality.
In Setion 4, we bound the asymptoti expetations E[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)] and onnet them to the vari-
ane terms in Bound (9). As a onsequene, we prove that under mild assumptions on the target θ,
the upper bound (9) is optimal from the asymptoti point of view (up to a multipliative numerial
onstant). We disuss the assumptions in Setion 5. In Setion 6, we ompute nonasymptoti mini-
max lower bounds with respet to the loss funtions l(., .) and ‖.‖2F . We then derive that under mild
assumptions, our estimator θ̂bm,ρ1 is minimax adaptive to the sparsity of θ and minimax adaptive
RR n° 6797
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to the deay of θ.
To our knowledge, these are the rst orale-type inequalities in a spatial setting. The omputa-
tion of the minimax rates of onvergene is also new. Moreover, most of our results are nonasymp-
toti. Although we have onsidered a square on the two-dimensional lattie, our method straight-
forwardly extends to any d-dimensional toroidal retangle with d ≥ 1. In the one-dimensional
setting, we retrieve a orale-type inequality that is lose to the work of Shibata [Shi80℄. Yet, he has
stated an asymptoti orale inequality for the estimation of autoregressive proesses. In ontrast,
our result applies on a torus and is only optimal up to onstants but it is nonasympoti and most of
all applies for higher dimensional latties. In Setion 7, we further disuss the advantages and the
weak points of our method. Moreover, we mention the extensions and the simulations made in a
subsequent paper [Ver09a℄. All the proofs are postponed to Setion 8 and to the appendix [Ver09b℄.
1.4 Some notations
Throughout this paper, L,L1, L2, . . . denote onstants that may vary from line to line. The nota-
tion L(.) speies the dependeny on some quantities. For any matrix A, ϕ
max
(A) and ϕ
min
(A)
respetively refer the largest eigenvalue and the smallest eigenvalues of A. We reall that ‖A‖F is
the Frobenius norm of A. For any matrix θ of size p, ‖θ‖1 stands for the sum of of the absolute
values of the omponents of θ, we all it its l1 norm. In the sequel, 0p is the square matrix of size p
whose indies are 0. Given ρ > 0, the ball B1(0p; ρ) is dened as the set of square matries of size
p whose l1 norm is smaller than ρ. Finally, Table 1 gathers the notations involving X .
X Matrix of size p× p Random eld
Xv Vetor of length p2 Vetorialized version of X
X
v
Matrix of size p2 × n Observations of Xv
Xi Matrix of size p× p i-th observation of the eld X
Table 1: Notations for the random eld and the data.
2 Model seletion proedure
In this setion, we formally dene our model seletion proedure.
2.1 Colletion of models
For any node (i, j) belonging to the lattie Λ, let us dene the toroidal norm by
|(i, j)|2t := [i ∧ (p− i)]2 + [j ∧ (p− j)]2
We aim at seleting a good neighborhood for the GMRF. SineX orresponds to some spatial
proess, it is natural to assume that nodes that are lose to (0, 0) are more likely to be signiant.
This is why we restrit ourselves in the sequel to the olletion M1 of neighborhoods.
Denition 2.1. A subset m ⊂ Λ\{(0, 0)} belongs to M1 if there exists a number rm > 1 suh that
m = {(i, j) ∈ Λ \ {(0, 0)} s.t. |(i, j)|t ≤ rm} . (10)
INRIA
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(0,0)
(1,−1)
(1,1)(0,1)(−1,1)
(−1,0)
(−1,−1)
(−2,0) (2,0)(1,0)
(0,2)
(0,−1)
(0,−2)
Figure 1: Examples of models. The four gray nodes refer to m1. The model m2 also ontains the
nodes with a ross whereas m3 ontains all the nodes exept (0, 0).
The olletion M1 is totally ordered with respet to the inlusion and we therefore order our
models m0 ⊂ m1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ mi . . .. For instane, m0 orresponds to the empty neighborhood whereas
m1 stands for the neighborhood of size 4. See Figure 1 for other examples.
For any model m ∈ M1, we dene the vetor spae Θm as the subset of the elements of Θ whose
support is inluded in m. We reall that Θ is dened in Setion 1.1. Similarly Θisom is the subset
of Θiso whose support is inluded in m. The dimensions of Θm and Θ
iso
m are respetively noted dm
and disom . Sine we aim at estimating the positive matrix (Ip2 −C(θ)), we shall onsider the onvex
subsets of Θ+m and Θ
+,iso
m that orrespond to non-negative preision matries.
Θ+m := Θm ∩Θ+ and Θ+,isom := Θisom ∩Θ+,iso . (11)
For instane, the set Θ+m1 is in one to one orrespondene with the sets of GMRFs whose neighbor-
hood is made of the four nearest neighbors. Similarly, Θ+m1 is in one to one orrespondene with the
GMRFs with eight nearest neighbors. In our estimation proedure, we shall restrit ourselves to
preision matries whose largest eigenvalue is upper bounded by a onstant. This is why we dene
the subsets Θ+m2,ρ1 and Θ
+,iso
m,ρ1 for any ρ1 ≥ 2.
Θ+m,ρ1 :=
{
θ ∈ Θ+m , ϕmax
(
Ip2 − C(θ)
)
< ρ1
}
(12)
Θ+,isom,ρ1 :=
{
θ ∈ Θ+,isom , ϕmax
(
Ip2 − C(θ)
)
< ρ1
}
. (13)
Finally, we need a generating family of the spaes Θm and Θ
iso
m . For any node (i, j) ∈ Λ\{(0, 0)},
let us dene the p× p matrix Ψi,j as
Ψi,j [k,l] :=
{
1 if (k, l) = (i, j) or (k, l) = −(i, j)
0 otherwise .
(14)
Hene, Θm is generated by the matries Ψi,j for whih (i, j) belongs to m. Similarly, for any
(i, j) ∈ Λ \ {(0, 0)}, let us dene the matrix Ψisoi,j by
Ψisoi,j [k,l] :=
{
1 if ∃g ∈ G, (k, l) = g.(i, j)
0 otherwise .
(15)
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2.2 Estimation by Conditional Least Squares (CLS)
Let us turn to the onditional least squares estimator. For any θ′ ∈ Θ+, the riterion γn,p(θ′) is
dened by
γn,p(θ
′) :=
1
np2
n∑
i=1
∑
1≤j1,j2≤p
(
Xi[j1,j2]−
∑
(l1,l2)∈Λ\{(0,0)}
θ′[l1,l2]Xi[j1+l1,j2+l2]
)2
. (16)
In a nutshell, γn,p(θ
′) is a least squares riterion that allows to perform the simultaneous linear
regression of all Xi[j1,j2] with respet to the ovariates (Xi[l1,l2])(l1,l2) 6=(j1,j2). The advantage of this
riterion is that it does not require the omputation of a determinant of a huge matrix as for the
likelihood. We shall often use an alternative expression of γn,p(θ
′) in terms of the fator C(θ′) and
the empirial ovariane matrix XvXv∗:
γn,p(θ
′) =
1
p2
tr
[
(Ip2 − C(θ′))XvXv∗(Ip2 − C(θ′))
]
. (17)
One proves the equivalene between these two expressions by oming bak to the denition of C(θ′).
Let ρ1 > 2 be xed. For any model m ∈ M, we ompute the CLS estimators θ̂m,ρ1 and θ̂isom,ρ1 by
minimizing the riterion γn,p(.) as follows
θ̂m,ρ1 := arg min
θ′∈Θ+m,ρ1
γn,p(θ
′) and θ̂isom,ρ1 := arg min
θ′∈Θ+,isom,ρ1
γn,p(θ
′) , (18)
where A stands for the losure of the set A. The existene and the uniqueness of θ̂m,ρ1 and θ̂
iso
m,ρ1
are ensured by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For any θ ∈ Θ+, γn,p(.) is almost surely stritly onvex on Θ+.
The proof is postponed to the appendix [Ver09b℄. We disuss the dependeny of θ̂m,ρ1 on the
parameter ρ1 in Setion 5. For stationary Gaussian elds, minimizing the CLS riterion γn,p(.) over
a set Θ+m,ρ1 is equivalent to minimizing the produt of the onditional likelihoods (X [i,j]|X−{i,j}),
alled Conditional Pseudo-Likelihood (CPL):
pLn(θ′,Xv) :=
∏
1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(j1, j2) ∈ Λ
Ln,θ′
(
Xi[j1,j2]|(Xi)−{j1,j2}
)
=
(√
2πσ
)−np2
exp
(
−1
2
np2γn,p(θ
′)
σ2
)
,
where we reall that σ2 refers to the onditional variane of any X [i,j]. In fat, CLS estimators were
rst introdued by Besag [Bes75℄ who all them pseudolikelihood estimators sine they minimize
the CPL.
Let us dene the funtion γ(.) as an innite sampled version of the CLS riterion γn,p(.):
γ(θ′) := Eθ [γn,p(θ′)] = Eθ
[(
X [0,0]−
∑
(i,j) 6=(0,0)
θ′[i,j]X [i,j]
)2]
, (19)
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for any θ′, θ ∈ Θ+. The funtion γ(θ′)measures the predition error ofX [0,0] if one uses∑(i,j) 6=(0,0) θ′[i,j]X [i,j]
as a preditor. Moreover, it is a speial ase of the CMLS riterion introdued by Cressie and Verze-
len in (Eq.10) of [CV08℄ to approximate a Gaussian eld by a GMRF. Hene, one may interpret the
CLS riterion as a nite sampled version of their approximation method. Observe that the funtion
γ(.) is minimized over Θ+ at the point θ and that γ(θ) = Varθ(X [0,0]
∣∣X−{0,0} ) = σ2. Moreover,
the dierene γ(θ′)− γ(θ) equals the loss l(θ′, θ) dened by (7).
For any model m ∈ M, we introdue the projetions θm,ρ1 and θisom,ρ1 as the best approximation
of θ in Θ+m,ρ1 and Θ
+,iso
m,ρ1 .
θm,ρ1 := arg min
θ′∈Θ+m,ρ1
l(θ′, θ) and θisom,ρ1 := arg min
θ′∈Θ+,isom,ρ1
l(θ′, θ) . (20)
Sine γ(.) is stritly onvex on Θ+, the matries θm,ρ1 and θ
iso
m,ρ1 are uniquely dened. By its
denition (7), one may interpret l(., .) as an inner produt on the spae Θ; therefore, the orthogonal
projetion of θ onto the onvex losed set Θ+m,ρ1 (resp. Θ
+,iso
m,ρ1 ) with respet to l(., .) is θm,ρ1 (resp.
θisom,ρ1). It then follows from a property of orthogonal projetions that the loss of θ̂m,ρ1 is upper
bounded by
l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ) ≤ l(θm,ρ1 , θ) + l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1) . (21)
The rst term l(θm,ρ1 , θ) aounts for the bias, whereas the seond term l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1) is a variane
term. Observe that θ ∈ Θ+m does not neessarily imply that the bias l(θm,ρ1 , θ) is null beause in
general Θ+m 6= Θ+m,ρ1 . This will be the ase only if θ satises the following hypothesis.
(H1) : ϕmax(Ip2 − C(θ)) < ρ1 . (22)
Assumption (H1) is neessary to ensure the existene of a model m ∈ M suh that the bias is
zero (i.e. θm,ρ1 = θ). By identity (2), one observes that (H1) is equivalent to a lower bound on the
smallest eigenvalue of Σ, i.e. ϕ
min
(Σ) ≤ σ2/ρ1. We further disuss (H1) in Setion 5.
For the sake of ompleteness, we reall the penalization riterion introdued in (6). Given a
subolletion of models M ⊂ M1 and a positive funtion pen : M → R+ that we all a penalty,
we selet a model as follows
m̂ := arg min
m∈M
[
γn,p
(
θ̂m,ρ1
)]
+ pen(m) and m̂iso := arg min
m∈M
[
γn,p
(
θ̂isom,ρ1
)]
+ pen(m) .
Observe that m̂ and m̂iso depend on ρ1. For the sake larity, we do not emphasize this dependeny
in the notation. In the sequel, we write θ˜ρ1 and θ˜
iso
ρ1 for θ̂bm,ρ1 and θ̂iso,ρ1bmiso .
3 Main Result
We now provide a nonasymptoti upper bound for the risk of the estimators θ˜ρ1 and θ˜
iso
ρ1 . Let us
reall that Σ stands for the ovariane matrix of Xv.
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Theorem 3.1. Let K be a positive number larger than a universal onstant K0 and let M be a
subolletion of M1. If for every model m ∈ M,
pen(m) ≥ Kρ21ϕmax(Σ)
dm
np2
, (23)
then for any θ ∈ Θ+, the estimator θ˜ρ1 satises
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L1(K) inf
m∈M
[l(θm,ρ1 , θ) + pen(m)] + L2(K)
ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
, (24)
A similar bound holds if one replaes θ˜ρ1 by θ˜
iso
ρ1 , Θ
+
by Θ+,iso, θm,ρ1 by θ
iso
m , and dm by d
iso
m .
The proof is postponed to Setion 8.2. It is based on a novel onentration inequality for suprema
of Gaussian haos stated in Setion 8.1. The onstant K0 is made expliit in the proof. Observe
that the theorem holds for any n, any p and that we have not performed any assumption on the
target θ ∈ Θ+ (resp. Θ+,iso). If the olletion M does not ontain the empty model, one gets the
more readable upper bound
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L(K) inf
m∈M
[l(θm,ρ1 , θ) + pen(m)] .
This theorem tells us that θ˜ρ1 essentially performs as well as the best trade-o between the bias term
l(θm,ρ1 , θ) and ρ
2
1ϕmax(Σ)
dm
np2 that plays the role of a variane. Here are some additional omments.
Remark 1. Consider the speial ase where the target θ belongs to some parametri set Θ+m
with m ∈ M. Suppose that the hypothesis (H1) dened in (22) is fullled. Choosing a penalty
pen(m) = Kρ21ϕmax(Σ)
dm
np2 , we get
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L(K)ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
dm
np2
. (25)
We shall prove in Setion 4.2 and 6.1 that this rate is optimal both from an asymptoti orale and
a minimax point of view. We have mentioned in Setion 2.2 that (H1) is neessary for the bound
(25) to hold. If ρ1 is hosen large enough, then Assumption (H1) is fullled. We do not have
aess to this minimal ρ1 that ensures (H1), sine it requires the knowledge of θ. Nevertheless, we
argue in Setion 5 that moderate values for ρ1 ensure Assumption (H1) when the modelm is small.
Remark 2. We have mentioned in the introdution that our objetive was to obtain orale in-
equalities of the form
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L(K) inf
m∈M
E
[
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θ
)]
= L(K)E
[(
θ̂m∗,ρ1 , θ
)]
.
This is why we want to ompare the sum l(θm,ρ1 , θ)+ pen(m) with E[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)]. First, we provide
in Setion 4.1 a suient ondition so that the risk E[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)] deomposes exatly as the sum
l(θm,ρ1 , θ) + E[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)]. Moreover, we ompute in Setion 4.2 the asymptoti variane term
E[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)] and ompare it with the penalty term ρ
2
1ϕmax(Σ)
dm
np2 . We shall then derive orale
INRIA
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type inequalities and disuss the dependeny of the dierent bounds on ϕ
max
(Σ).
Remark 3. Condition (23) gives a lower bound on the penalty funtion pen(.) so that the re-
sult holds. Choosing a proper penalty term aording to (23) therefore requires an upper bound on
the largest eigenvalue of Σ. However, suh a bound is seldom known in pratie. We shall mention
in Setion 7 a pratial method to alibrate the penalty.
A bound similar to (24) holds for the Frobenius distane between the partial orrelation matries
(Ip2 − C(θ)) and (Ip2 − C(θ˜ρ1)).
Corollary 3.2. Assume the same as in Theorem 3.1, exept that there is equality in (23). Then,
Eθ
[
‖C(θ˜ρ1)− C (θ) ‖2F
]
≤ L1 (K) ϕmax(Σ)
ϕ
min
(Σ)
inf
m∈M
[
‖C(θm,ρ1)− C(θ)‖2F +
Kρ21dm
n
]
+ L2(K)
ϕ
max
(Σ)
ϕ
min
(Σ)
ρ21
n
. (26)
A similar result holds for isotropi GMRFs.
Proof of Corollary 3.2. This is a onsequene of Theorem 3.1. By denition (7) of the loss funtion
l(., .), the two following bounds hold
p2l(θ1, θ2) ≥ ϕmin(Σ)‖C(θ1)− C(θ2)‖2F
p2l(θ1, θ2) ≤ ϕmax(Σ)‖C(θ1)− C(θ2)‖2F .
Gathering these bounds with (24) yields the result.
The same omments as for Theorem (3.1) hold. We may express this Corollary 3.2 in terms of
the risk E(‖θ˜ρ1 − θ‖2F ), sine ‖C(θ1)− C(θ2)‖2F = p2‖θ1 − θ2‖2F :
Eθ
[
‖θ˜ρ1 − θ‖2F
]
≤ L1 (K) ϕmax (Σ)
ϕ
min
(Σ)
inf
m∈M
[
‖θm,ρ1 − θ‖2F +
Kρ21dm
np2
]
+ L2(K)
ϕ
max
(Σ)
ϕ
min
(Σ)
ρ21
np2
.
4 Parametri risk and asymptoti orale inequalities
In this setion, we study the risk of the parametri estimators θ̂m,ρ1 in order to assess the optimality
of Theorem 3.1.
4.1 Bias-variane deomposition
The properties of the parametri estimator θ̂m,ρ1 and of the projetion θm,ρ1 dier slightly whether
θm,ρ1 belongs to the open set Θ
+
m,ρ1 or to its border. Observe that Hypothesis (H1) dened in (22)
does not neessarily imply that the projetion θm,ρ1 belongs to Θ
+
m. This is why we introdue the
ondition (H2):
θ ∈ B1(0p, 1) ⇐⇒ ‖θ‖1 < 1 . (27)
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The ondition ‖θ‖1 < 1 is equivalent to (Ip2 − C(θ)) is stritly diagonally dominant. Condition
(H2) implies that the largest eigenvalue of (Ip2 −C(θ)) is smaller than 2 and therefore that (H1) is
fullled sine ρ1 is supposed larger than 2. We further disuss this assumption in Setion 5.
Lemma 4.1. Let θ ∈ Θ+ suh that (H2) holds and let m ∈ M1. Then, the minimum of γ(.) over
Θm is ahieved in Θ
+
m,2. This implies that
θm,ρ1 = arg min
θ′∈Θm
γ(θ′) and γ(θm,ρ1) = Varθ (X [0,0]|Xm) .
Besides, ‖θm,ρ1‖1 ≤ ‖θ‖1. The same results holds for θisom,ρ1 if θ in Θ+,iso.
The proof is given in the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. The purpose of this property is threefold.
First, we derive that Assumption (H2) ensures that θm,ρ1 belongs Θ
+
m,ρ1 and that the smallest eigen-
value of (Ip2 −C(θm,ρ1)) is larger than 1−‖θ‖1. Seond, it allows to express the projetion θm,ρ1 in
terms of onditional expetation (Corollary 4.2). Finally, we dedue a bias-variane deomposition
of the estimator θ̂m,ρ1 (Corollary 4.3). In other words, the equality holds in (21).
Corollary 4.2. Let θ ∈ Θ+ suh that (H2) holds and let m ∈ M1. The projetion θm,ρ1 is uniquely
dened by the equation
Eθ (X [0,0]|Xm) =
∑
(i,j)∈m
θm,ρ1 [i,j]X [i,j] ,
and θm,ρ1 [i,j] = 0 for any (i, j) /∈ m. Similarly, if θ ∈ Θ+,iso satises (H2), then θisom,ρ1 is uniquely
dened by the equation
Eθ (X [0,0]|Xm) =
∑
(i,j)∈m
θisom,ρ1 [i,j]X [i,j] ,
and θisom,ρ1 [i,j] = 0 for any (i, j) /∈ m.
Consequently,
∑
1≤i,j≤p θm,ρ1 [i,j]X [i,j] is the best linear preditor of X [0,0] given the ovariates
X [i,j] with (i, j) ∈ m. This is preisely the denition of the kriging parameters (Stein [Ste99℄).
Hene, the matrix θm,ρ1 orresponds to the kriging parameters of X [0,0] with kriging neighborhood's
range of rm. The distane rm is introdued in Denition 2.1 and stands for the radius of m.
Corollary 4.3. Let θ ∈ Θ+ suh that (H2) holds and let m ∈ M1. The loss of θ̂m,ρ1 deomposes
as l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ) = l(θm,ρ1 , θ)+ l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1). If θ belongs to Θ
+,iso
m and (H2) holds, then we also have
the deomposition l(θ̂isom,ρ1 , θ) = l(θ
iso
m,ρ1 , θ) + l(θ̂
iso
m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1).
A proof is provided in the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. If θ does not satisfy Assumption (H2),
then θm,ρ1 does not neessarily belong to Θ
+
m,ρ1 and there may not be suh a bias variane deom-
position.
4.2 Asymptoti risk
In this setion, we evaluate the risk of eah estimator θ̂m,ρ1 and use it as a benhmark to assess the
result of Theorem 3.1. We have mentioned in Corollary 4.3 that under (H2) the risk Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)]
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deomposes into the sum of the bias l(θm,ρ1 , θ) and a variane term Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)]. If this
last quantity is of the same order as the penalty pen(m) introdued in (23), then Theorem 3.1
yields an orale inequality. However, we are unable to express this variane term Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)]
in a simple form. This is why we restrit ourselves to study the risks when n tends to innity.
Nevertheless, these results give us some hints to appreiate the strength and the weaknesses of
Theorem 3.1 and the upper bound (25).
In the following proposition, we adapt a result of Guyon [Guy95℄ Set.4.3.2 to obtain an asymp-
toti expression of the risk Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)]. We rst need to introdue some new notations. For
any model m in the olletion M1 \ {∅}, we x a sequene (ik, jk)k=1...dm of integers suh that
(Ψi1,j1 , . . . ,Ψidm ,jdm ) is a basis of the spae Θm. Then, χm[0,0] stands for the random vetor of size
dm that ontains the neighbors of X [0,0]
χm[0,0]
∗ :=
[
tr (Ψi1,j1X
v) , . . . , tr
(
Ψidm ,jdmX
v
)]
.
Besides, for any θ ∈ Θ+, we dene the matries V , W and ILm as
V := ovθ(χm[0,0])
W [k,l] := 1p2 tr
[
C (Ψik,jk)
(
Ip2 − C(θm,ρ1)
)2 (
Ip2 − C(θ)
)−2
C (Ψil,jl)
]
, for any k = 1, . . . , dm
ILm := Diag
(‖Ψik,jk‖2F , k = 1, . . . , dm) ,
where for any vetor u, Diag(u) is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the omponents
of u. We also dene the orresponding quantities χisom [0,0], V
iso
, W iso, and ILisom in order to onsider
the isotropi estimator θ̂isom,ρ1 .
Proposition 4.4. Let m be a model in M1 \ {∅} and let θ be an element of Θ+m that satises (H1).
Then, θ̂m,ρ1 onverges to θ in probability and
lim
n→+∞np
2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θ
)]
= 2σ4tr
[
ILmV
−1] . (28)
Let θ in Θ+ suh that (H2) is fullled. Then, θ̂m,ρ1 onverges to θm,ρ1 in probability and
lim
n→+∞np
2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1
)]
= 2σ4tr(WV −1) . (29)
Both results still hold for the estimator θ̂isom,ρ1 if θ belongs to Θ
+,iso
and if one replaes V , W , and
ILm by V
iso
, W iso, and ILisom .
In the rst ase, Assumption (H1) ensures that θ ∈ Θ+m,ρ1 , whereas Assumption (H2) ensures
that θm,ρ1 ∈ Θ+m,ρ1 . The proof is based on the extension of Guyon's approah in the toroidal
framework.
The expressions (28) and (29) are not easily interpretable in the present form. This is why
we rst derive (28) when θ is zero. Observe that it is equivalent to the independene of the
(X [i,j])(i,j)∈Λ.
Example 4.5. Assume that θ is zero. Then, for any model m ∈ M1, the asymptoti risks of θ̂m,ρ1
and θ̂isom,ρ1 satisfy
lim
n→+∞np
2
E0p
[
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , 0p
)]
= 2σ2dm and lim
n→+∞np
2
E0p
[
l
(
θ̂isom,ρ1 , 0p
)]
= 2σ2disom ,
where we reall that disom is the dimension of the spae Θ
iso
m .
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Proof. Sine the omponents of X are independent, the matrix V equals σ2ILm. We onlude by
applying Proposition 4.4
Therefore, when the variables X [i,j] are independent, the asymptoti risk of θ̂m,ρ1 equals, up to
a fator 2, the variane term of the least squares estimator in the xed design Gaussian regression
framework. This quantity is of the same order as the penalty introdued in Setion 3. When the
matrix θ is non zero, we an lower bound the limits (28) and (29).
Corollary 4.6. Let m be a model in M1 and let θ ∈ Θ+m that satises (H1). Then, the variane
term is asymptotially lower bounded as follows
lim
n→+∞np
2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θ
)]
≥ Lσ2ϕ
min
[
Ip2 − C(θ)
]
dm = Lσ
4 dm
ϕ
max
(Σ)
, (30)
where L is a universal onstant. Let θ ∈ Θ+ that satises (H2). For any model m ∈ M1,
lim
n→+∞np
2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1
)]
≥ Lσ2 (1− ‖θ‖1)3 dm , (31)
The proof is postponed to the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. Again, analogous lower bounds
hold for θ̂isom,ρ1 when θ belongs to Θ
iso,+
. This orollary states that asymptotially with respet
to n the variane term of θ̂m,ρ1 is larger than the order dm/(np
2). This expression is not really
surprising sine dm stands for the dimension of the model m and np
2
orresponds to the number of
data observed. Let dene Rθ,∞(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1) := limn→+∞ np2Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)] as the asymptoti
variane term for θ̂m,ρ1 resaled by the number np
2
of observations.
The rst part of the orollary (30) states that from an asymptoti point of view the upper bound
(25) is optimal. By Theorem 3.1, if we hoose pen(m) = Kρ21ϕmax(Σ)
dm
np2 , then it holds that
E
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L (K, ρ1, ϕmin [Ip2 − C(θ)]) Rθ,∞(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)
np2
,
for any model m ∈ M \ ∅ and any θ ∈ Θ+m that satises (H1). This property holds for any n and
any p. Hene, θ˜ρ1 performs as well as the parametri estimator θ̂m,ρ1 if the support of θ belongs to
some unknown model m and if θ satises (H1).
If we assume that ‖θ‖1 < 1 (Hypothesis (H2)), we are able to derive a stronger result.
Proposition 4.7. Considering K ≥ K0, ρ1 ≥ 2, η < 1 and a olletion M ⊂ M1 \ ∅, we dene
the estimator θ˜ρ1 with the penalty pen(m) = Kρ
2
1
dm
np2(1−η) . Then, the risk of θ˜ρ1 is upper bounded
by
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L(K, ρ1, η) inf
m∈M
l (θm,ρ1 , θ) + Rθ,∞
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1
)
np2
 , (32)
for any θ ∈ Θ+ ∩ B1 (0p, η).
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Observe that this property holds for any n and any p. If the matrix θ is stritly diagonally dom-
inant, we therefore obtain an upper bound similar to an orale inequality, exept that the variane
term Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)] has been replaed by its asymptoti ounterpart Rθ,∞(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)/(np2).
However, this inequality is not valid uniformly over any η < 1 : when η onverges to one, the
onstant L(K, ρ1, η) tends to innity. Indeed, if ‖θ‖1 onverges to one, the lower bound (31) on the
variane term an behave like (1 − ‖θ‖1)3dm/(np2) for some matries θ whereas the penalty term
dm/[np
2(1− ‖θ‖1)] tends to innity.
In the remaining part of the setion, we illustrate that the onstant L(K, η, ρ1) has to go to
innity when η goes to one. Let us onsider the model m1. It onsists of GMRFs with 4-nearest
neighbors.
Example 4.8. Let θ be a non zero element of Θisom1 , then the asymptoti risk of θ̂
iso
m1,ρ1 simplies
as
lim
n→+∞np
2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂isom1,ρ1 , θ
)]
= 2
σ4θ[1,0]
ov(X [1,0], X [0,0])
. (33)
If we let the size p of the network tend to innity and θ[1,0] go to 1/4, the risk is equivalent to
lim
p→+∞ limn→+∞np
2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂isom1,ρ1 , θ
)] ∼
θ[1,0]→ 1/4
16σ2(1− 4θ[1,0])
log(16)
.
The proof is postponed to the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. If follows from the seond result that
the lower bound (30) is sharp sine in this partiular ase ϕ
min
(Ip2 −C(θ)) = σ2(1− 4θ[1,0]). When
θ[1,0] tends to 1/4, then ‖θ‖1 tends to one and Eθ[l(θ̂isom1,ρ1 , θ)] behaves like σ2(1 − ‖θ‖1)disom1/(np2)
whereas the penalty pen(m1) given in Theorem 3.1 has to be larger than σ
2disom1/[np
2(1 − ‖θ‖1)].
Hene, the variane term and the penalty pen(.) are not neessarily of the same order when ‖θ‖1
tends to one. Theorem 3.1 annot lead to an orale inequality of the type (32), whih is valid
uniformly on η < 1.
Example 4.9. Let α be a positive number smaller than 1/4. For any integer p whih is divisible
by 4, we dene the p× p matrix θ(p) by{
θ(p)[p/4,p/4] = θ(p)[−p/4,p/4] = θ(p)[p/4,−p/4] = θ(p)[−p/4,−p/4] := α
θ(p)[i,j] := 0 else .
Then, the variane term is asymptotially lower bounded as follows
lim
p→+∞ limn→+∞np
2
Eθ(p)
[
l
(
θ̂(p)
iso
m1,ρ1 , [θ
(p)]isom1,ρ1
)]
≥ Lσ
2
1− 4α .
The proof is postponed to the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. This variane term is of order
σ2disom /[np
2(1−‖θ‖1)] = ϕmax(Σ)disom /(np2) when ‖θ‖1 goes to one. The penalty pen(m) introdued
in Proposition 4.7 is therefore a sharp upper bound of the variane terms.
On the one hand, we take a penalty pen(m) larger than σ2dm/(np
2(1 − ‖θ‖1)). On the other
hand, the variane of θ̂m,ρ1 is of the order σ
2(1 − ‖θ‖1)dm/(np2) in some ases. The bound (32)
annot therefore hold uniformly over any η < 1. We think that it is intrinsi to the penalization
strategy.
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5 Comments on the assumptions
In this setion, we disuss the dependeny of the estimators θ̂m,ρ1 on ρ1 as well as Assumptions
(H1) and (H2).
Dependeny of θ̂m,ρ1 on ρ1. We reall that the estimator θ̂m,ρ1 is dened in (18) as the min-
imizer of the CLS empirial ontrast γn,p(.) over Θ
+
m,ρ1 . It may seem restritive to perform the
minimization over the set Θ+m,ρ1 instead of Θ
+
m. Nevertheless, we advoate that it is not the ase,
at least for small models. Let us indeed dene
ρ(m) := sup
θ∈Θ+m
ϕ
max
[
Ip2 − C(θ)
]
and ρiso(m) := sup
θ∈Θ+,isom
ϕ
max
[
Ip2 − C(θ)
]
.
The quantities ρ(m) and ρiso(m) are nite sine Θ+m is bounded. If one takes ρ1 larger than ρ(m)
(resp. ρiso(m)), then the set Θ+m,ρ1 (resp. Θ
+,iso
m,ρ1 ) is exatly Θ
+
m (resp. Θ
+,iso
m ). We illustrate in
Table 2 that ρ(m) and ρiso(m) are small, when the model m is small. Consequently, hoosing a
moderate value for ρ1 is not really restritive for small models. However, when the size of the model
m inreases, the sets Θ+m,ρ1 and Θ
+
m beome dierent for moderate values of ρ1. In Setion 7, we
disuss the hoie of ρ1.
dm 2 4 6 10
ρ(m) 2.0 4.0 5.0 6.8
disom 1 2 3 4
ρiso(m) 2.0 4.0 5.0 6.8
Table 2: Approximate omputation of ρ(m) and ρiso(m) for the four smallest models with p = 50.
Assumption (H1) dened in (22) states that the largest eigenvalue of (Ip2 − C(θ)) is smaller
than ρ1. We have illustrated in Table 2 that if the support of θ belongs to a small model m, then
the maximal absolute value of (Ip2 −C(θ)) is small. Hene, Assumption (H1) is ensured for mod-
erate values of ρ1 as soon as the support of θ belongs to some small model. If θ is not sparse but
approximately sparse it is likely that the largest eigenvalue of θ remain moderate. In pratie, we
do not know in advane if a given hoie of ρ1 ensures (H1). In Setion 7, we disuss an extension
of our proedure whih does not require Assumption (H1).
Assumption (H2) dened in (27) states that θ ∈ B1(0p, 1) or equivalently that the matrix
(Ip2 − C(θ)) is diagonally dominant. Rue and Held prove in [RH05℄ Set.2.7 that Θ+m1 is in-
luded in B1(0p, 1). They also point out that a small part of Θ+m2 does not belong to B1(0p, 1).
In fat, Assumption (H2) beomes more and more restritive if the support of θ beomes larger.
Nevertheless, Assumption (H2) is also quite ommon in the literature (as for instane in [Guy95℄).
If one looks losely at our proofs involving Assumptions (H2), one realizes that this assumptions
is only made to ensure the following fats:
1. The projetion θm,ρ1 belongs to the open set Θ
+
m,ρ1 for any model m ∈M (Corollary 4.3).
2. The smallest eigenvalue of (Ip2−C(θm,ρ1)) is lower bounded by some positive number ρ2,.uniformly
over all models m ∈M.
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From empirial observations, these two last fats seem far more restritive than (H2). We used
Assumption (H2) in the statement of our results, beause we did not nd any weaker but still
simple ondition that ensures fats 1 and 2.
6 Minimax rates
In Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.7 we have shown that under mild assumptions on θ the estimator
θ˜ρ1 behaves almost as well as the best estimator among the family {θ̂m,ρ1 , m ∈ M}. We now
ompare the risk of θ˜ρ1 with the risk of any other possible estimator θ̂. This inludes omparison
with maximum likelihood methods. There is no hope to make a pointwise omparison with an
arbitrary estimator. Therefore, we lassially onsider the maximal risk over some suitable subsets
T of Θ+. The minimax risk over the set T is given by infbθ supθ∈T Eθ[l(θ̂, θ)], where the inmum
is taken over all possible estimators θ̂ of θ. Then, the estimator θ˜ρ1 is said to be approximately
minimax with respet to the set T if the ratio
supθ∈T Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
infbθ supθ∈T Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
is smaller than a onstant that does not depend on σ2, n or p. An estimator is said to be adaptive to
a olletion (Ti)i∈I if it is simultaneously minimax over eah Ti. The problem of designing adaptive
estimation proedures is in general diult. It has been extensively studied in the xed design
Gaussian regression framework. See for instane [BM01℄ for a detailed disussion. In the sequel,
we adapt some of their ideas to the GMRF framework.
We prove in Setion 6.1 that the estimator θ˜ρ1 is adaptive to the unknown sparsity of the matrix
θ. Moreover, it is also adaptive if we onsider the Frobenius distane between partial orrelation
matries. In Setion 6.2, we show that θ˜ρ1 is also adaptive to the rates of deay of the bias.
We need to restrain ourselves to set of matries θ suh that the largest eigenvalue of the ovari-
ane matrix Σ is uniformly bounded. This is why we dene
∀ρ2 > 1 , U(ρ2) :=
{
θ ∈ Θ, ϕ
min
(
Ip2 − C(θ)
) ≥ 1
ρ2
}
. (34)
Observe that θ ∈ U(ρ2) is exatly equivalent to ϕmax(Σ) ≤ σ2ρ2 sine Σ = σ2(Ip2 − C(θ)).
6.1 Adapting to unknown sparsity
In this subsetion, we prove that under mild assumptions the penalized estimator θ˜ρ1 is adaptive
to the unknown sparsity of θ. We rst lower bound the minimax rate of onvergene on given
hyperubes.
Denition 6.1. Let m be a model in the olletion M1 \ ∅. We onsider
(
Ψi1,j1 , . . . ,Ψidm ,jdm
)
a
basis of the spae Θm dened by (14). For any θ
′ ∈ Θ+m, the hyperube Cm(θ′, r) is dened as
Cm (θ′, r) :=
{
θ′ +
dm∑
k=1
Ψik,jkφk, φ ∈ {0, 1}dm
}
,
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if the positive number r is small enough so that Cm(θ′, r) ⊂ Θ+. For any θ′ ∈ Θ+,isom , we analogously
dene the hyperubes Cisom (θ′, r) using a basis
(
Ψisoi1,j1 , . . . ,Ψ
iso
idm ,jdm
)
.
Proposition 6.2. Let m be a model in M1 \ ∅ whose dimension dm is smaller than p√n. Then,
for any estimator θ̂,
sup
θ∈Θ+m
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ sup
θ∈Θ+m,2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ Lσ2 dm
np2
. (35)
Let θ′ be an element of Θ+m that satises (H2). For any estimator θ̂ of θ,
sup
θ∈Co
h
Cm
“
θ′,(1−‖θ′‖1)/
√
np2
”iEθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ Lσ2ϕ2
min
[
Ip2 − C(θ′)
] dm
np2
, (36)
where Co [Cm (θ′, r)] denotes the onvex hull of Cm (θ′, r).
An analogous result holds for isotropi hyperubes. The rst bound (35) means that for any
estimator θ̂, the supremum of the risks Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)] over Θ
+
m is larger than σ
2dm/(np
2) (up to
some numerial onstant). This rate σ2dm/(np
2) is ahieved by the CLS estimator by Theorem 3.1.
The seond lower bound (36) is of independent interest. It implies that in a small neighborhood
of θ′ the risk Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)] is larger than σ2ϕ2
min
[Ip2 − C(θ′)]dm/(np2). This onrms the lower
bound (30) of Corollary 4.6 in a nonasymptoti way. Indeed, these two expressions math up to a
fator ϕ
min
[Ip2 − C(θ′)]. This dierene omes from the fat that the lower bound (36) holds for
any estimator θ̂. Bound (36) is sharp in the sense that the maximum likelihood estimator θ̂iso,mlem1
of isotropi GMRF in m1 exhibits an asymptoti risk of order σ
2ϕ2
min
[Ip2 − C(θ)]/(np2) for the
parameter θ studied in Example 4.8. It is shown using the methodology introdued in the proof of
Example 4.8. We now state that θ˜ρ is adaptive to the sparsity of m.
Corollary 6.3. Considering K ≥ K0, ρ1 ≥ 2, ρ2 > 2 and a olletion M ⊂ M1, we dene the
estimator θ˜ρ1 with the penalty pen(m) = Kσ
2ρ21ρ2
dm
np2 . For any non empty model m,
sup
θ∈Θ+m,ρ1∩U(ρ2)
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L (K, ρ1, ρ2) infbθ supθ∈Θ+m,ρ1∩U(ρ2)
E
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
, (37)
where U(ρ2) is dened in (34).
A similar result holds for θ˜isoρ1 and Θ
+,iso
m,ρ1 . Corollary 6.3 is nonasymptoti and applies for any
n and any p. If θ belongs to some model m, then the optimal risk from a minimax point of view
is of order
dm
np2 . In pratie, we do not know the true model m. Nevertheless, the proedure
simultaneously ahieves the minimax rates for all supports m possible. This means that θ˜ρ1 reahes
this minimax rate
dm
np2 without knowing in advane the true model m.
The proedure is not adaptive to the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of (Ip2 − C(θ)) whih
orrespond to ρ1 and ρ2. Indeed, the onstant L (K, ρ1, ρ2) depends on ρ1 and ρ2. We are not
aware of any other ovariane estimation proedure whih is really adaptive the smallest and the
largest eigenvalue of the matrix.
Finally, θ˜ρ1 exhibits the same adaptive properties with respet to the Frobenius norm.
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Corollary 6.4. Under the same assumptions as Corollary 6.3,
sup
θ∈Θ+m,ρ1∩U(ρ2)
Eθ
[
‖C(θ˜ρ1)− C(θ)‖2F
]
≤ L (K, ρ1, ρ2) infbθ supθ∈Θ+m,ρ1∩U(ρ2)
E
[
‖C(θ̂)− C(θ)‖2F
]
.
Proof of Corollary 6.4. As in the proof of Corollary 3.2, we observe that
‖C(θ1)− C(θ2)‖F ≥ p
2ρ1
σ2
l(θ1, θ2) ,
if θ satises Assumption (H1). We onlude by applying Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 3.2.
6.2 Adapting to the deay of the bias
In this setion, we prove that the estimator θ˜ρ1 is adaptive to a range of sets that we all pseudo-
ellipsoids.
Denition 6.5 (Pseudo-ellipsoids). Let (aj)1≤j≤Card(M1) be a non-inreasing sequene of positive
numbers. Then, θ ∈ Θ+ belongs to the pseudo-ellipsoid E(a) if and only if
Card(M1)∑
i=1
varθ
(
X [0,0]|XN (mi−1)
)− varθ (X [0,0]|XN (mi))
a2i
≤ 1 . (38)
Condition (38) measures how fast Varθ(X [0,0]|XN (mi)) tends to Varθ(X [0,0]|XΛ\{(0,0)}). Suppose
that Assumption (H2) dened in (27) is fullled. By Corollary 4.2, Varθ
(
X [0,0]|XN (mi)
)
is the sum
of l(θmi , θ) and σ
2
and Condition (38) is equivalent to
Card(M1)∑
i=1
l
(
θmi−1 , θ)− l(θmi , θ
)
a2i
≤ 1 . (39)
Hene, the sequene (ai) gives some ondition on the rate of deay of the bias when the dimension
of the model inreases. These sets E(a) are not true ellipsoids. Nevertheless, one may onsider them
as ounterparts of the lassial ellipsoids studied in the xed design Gaussian regression framework
(see for instane [Mas07℄ Set.4.3).
To prove adaptivity, we shall need the equivalene between Conditions (38) and (39). This
equivalene holds if Varθ
(
X [0,0]|XN (mi)
)
deomposes as l(θmi , θ) + σ
2
, for any model m ∈ M1. As
mentioned earlier, Assumption (H2) is suient (but not neessary) for this property to hold. This
is why we restrit ourselves to study sets of the type E(a) ∩ B1(0p, 1). We shall also perform the
following assumption on the ellipsoids E(a)
(Ha) : a
2
i ≤
σ2
dmi
, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ |M1| .
It essentially means that the sequene (ai) onverges fast enough towards 0. For instane, all the
sequenes ai = σ(dmi)
−s
with s ≥ 1/2 satisfy (Ha).
Proposition 6.6. Under Assumption (Ha), the minimax rate of estimation on E(a) ∩ B1(0p, 1) ∩
U(2) is lower bounded by
infbθ supθ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1)∩U(2)
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ L sup
1≤i≤Card(M1)
(
a2i ∧ σ2
dmi
np2
)
. (40)
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This lower bound is analogous to the minimax rate of estimation for ellipsoids in the Gaussian
sequene model. Gathering Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 6.6 enables to derive adaptive properties
for θ˜ρ1 .
Proposition 6.7. Considering K ≥ K0, ρ1 ≥ 2, ρ2 > 2 and the olletion M1, we dene the
estimator θ˜ρ1 with the penalty pen(m) = Kσ
2ρ21ρ2
dm
np2 . For any ellipsoid E(a) that satises (Ha)
and suh that a21 ≥ 1/(np2), the estimator θ˜ρ1 is minimax over the set E(a) ∩ B1(0p, 1) ∩ U(ρ2):
sup
θ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1)∩U(ρ2)
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L(K, ρ1, ρ2) infbθ supθ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1)∩U(ρ2)
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
. (41)
Let us rst illustrate this result. We have mentioned earlier, that Assumption (Ha) is satised
for all sequenes ai = σ(dmi )
−s
with s ≥ 1/2. We note E ′(s) suh a pseudo-ellipsoid. By Propo-
sitions 6.6 and 6.7, the minimax rate over one pseudo ellipsoid E ′(s) is σ2(np2)−2s/(1+2s). The
larger s is, the faster the minimax rates is. The estimator θ˜ρ1 ahieves simultaneously the rate
σ2(np2)−2s/(1+2s) for all s ≥ 1/2. Consequently, θ˜ρ1 is adaptive to the rate s of deay of the bias:
it ahieves the optimal rates without knowing s in advane.
Let us further omment Proposition 6.7. By (41), the estimator θ˜ρ1 is adaptive over E(a) ∩
B1(0p, 1) ∩ U(ρ2) for all sequenes (a) suh that (Ha) is satised and suh that a21 ≥ 1/(np2).
Again, the result applies for any n and any p. The ondition a21 ≥ 1/(np2) is lassial. It ensures
that the pseudo-ellipsoid E(a) is not degenerate, i.e. that the minimax rates of estimation is
not smaller than σ2/(np2). We have explained earlier that we restrits ourselves to parameters
θ in B1(0p, 1) only beause this enfores the equivalene between (38) and (39). In ontrast, the
hypothesis ϕ
max
(Σ) ≤ σ2ρ2 is really neessary beause we fail to be adaptive to ρ2.
Corollary 6.8. Under Assumption (Ha), the minimax rate of estimation over E(a)∩U(2)∩B1(0p, 1)
is lower bounded by
infbθ supθ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1)∩U(2)
Eθ
[
‖C(θ̂)− C(θ)‖2F
]
≥ L sup
1≤i≤Card(M1)
(
a2i p
2 ∧ dmi
n
)
.
Under the same assumptions as Proposition 6.7,
sup
θ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1)∩U(ρ2)
Eθ
[
‖C(θ̂)− C(θ)‖2F
]
≤ L(K, ρ1, ρ2) infbθ supθ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1)∩U(ρ2)
Eθ
[
‖C(θ̂)− C(θ)‖2F
]
.
Proof of Corollary 6.8. As in the proof of Corollary 3.2, we observe that
‖C(θ1)− C(θ2)‖F ≥ p2[ϕmax(Σ)]−1l(θ1, θ2) ≥ p
2
ρ2σ2
l(θ1, θ2) ,
‖C(θ1)− C(θ2)‖F ≤ p2[ϕmin(Σ)]−1l(θ1, θ2) ≤ p2ϕmax[Ip
2 − C(θ)]
σ2
l(θ1, θ2) ≤ ρ2p
2
σ2
l(θ1, θ2) ,
if θ ∈ B1(0p, 1) ∩ Bop(ρ2). We onlude by applying Proposition 6.6 and Proposition 6.7.
Again, θ˜ρ1 satises the same minimax properties with respet to the Frobenius norm. All these
properties easily extend to isotropi elds if one denes the orresponding sets E iso(a)∩B1(0p, 1)∩
U(ρ2) of isotropi GMRFs.
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7 Disussion
7.1 Comparison with maximum likelihood estimation
Let us rst ompare the omputational ost the CLS estimation method and the maximum likeli-
hood estimator (MLE). For toroidal latties, fast algorithms based on two-dimensional fast-Fourier
transformation (see for instane [RT02℄) allow to ompute the MLE as fast as the CLS estimator.
More details on the omputation of the CLS estimators for toroidal latties are given in [Ver09a℄
Set.2.3. When the lattie is not a torus, the MLE beomes intratable beause it involves the
optimization of a determinant of size p2. In ontrast, the CLS riterion γn,p(.) dened in (16) is
a quadrati funtion of θ. Consequently, CLS estimators are still omputationally amenable. We
extend our model seletion to non-toroidal latties in [Ver09a℄.
Let us ompare the risk of CLS estimators and MLE. Given a small dimensional model m,
the risk of the parametri CLS estimator and the parametri MLE have been ompared from an
asymptoti point of view ([Guy95℄ Set.4.3). It is generally aepted (see for instane Cressie [Cre93℄
Set. 7.3.1) and that parametri CLS estimators are almost as eient as parametri MLE for the
major part of the parameter spaes Θ+m. We have non-asymptotially assessed this statement in
Proposition 6.2 by minimax arguments. Nevertheless, for some parameters θ that are lose to the
border ofΘ+m, Kashyap and Chellappa [KC84℄ have pointed out that CLS estimators are less eient
than MLE. If we have proved nonasymptoti bounds for CLS-based model seletion method, we
are not aware of any suh result for model seletion proedures based on MLE.
7.2 Conluding remarks
We have developed a model seletion proedure for hoosing the neighborhood of a GMRF. In
Theorem 3.1, we have proven a nonasymptoti upper bound for the risk of the estimator θ˜ρ1 with
respet to the predition error l(., .). Under Assumption (H1), this bound is shown to be optimal
from an asymptoti point of view if the support of θ belongs to one of the models in the olletion.
If Assumption (H2) is fullled, we are able to obtain an orale type inequality for θ˜ρ1 . Moreover,
θ˜ρ1 is minimax adaptive to the sparsity of θ under (H1). Finally, it simultaneously ahieves the
minimax rates of estimation over a large lass of sets E(a) if (H2) holds. Some of these properties
still hold if we use the Frobenius loss funtion. The ase of isotropi Gaussian elds is handled
similarly.
However, in the orale inequality (32) and in the minimax bounds (37) and (41), we either
perform an assumption on the l1 norm of θ or on the smallest eigenvalue of (Ip2 − C(θ)). When
‖θ‖1 tends to one or ϕmin[Ip2 − C(θ)] tends to 0, there is a distortion between the upper bound
Eθ[l(θ˜ρ1 , θ)] provided by Theorem 3.1 and the lower bounds given by Corollary 4.6 or Proposition
6.2. This limitation seems intrinsi to our penalization method whih is linear with respet to the
dimension, whereas the asymptoti variane term Eθ[l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)] depends in a omplex way on the
dimension of the model m and on the target θ. In our opinion, ahieving adaptivity with respet
to the smallest eigenvalue of (Ip2 − C(θ)) (or equivalently the largest value of Σ) would require a
dierent penalization tehnique. Nevertheless, we are not aware of any proedure in a ovariane
estimation setting that is adaptive to the largest eigenvalues of Σ.
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So far, we have provided an estimation proedure for (Ip2 − C(θ)) = σ2Σ−1. If we aim at
estimating the preision matrix Σ−1, we also have to take into aount the quantity σ2. It is
natural to estimate it by σ˜2 := γn,p2(θ˜ρ1) as done for instane by Guyon in [Guy95℄ Set.4.3 in
the parametri setting. Then, we obtain the estimate Σ˜−1 := σ˜2(Ip2 − C(θ˜ρ1). It is of interest to
study the adaptive properties of this estimator with respet to loss funtions suh as the Frobenius
or operator norm as done in [RBLZ08℄ in the non-stationary setting. Nevertheless, let us mention
that the matrix Σ˜−1 is not neessarily invertible sine the estimator θ˜ρ1 belongs to the losure of Θ+.
The hoie of the quantity ρ1 is problemati. On the one hand, ρ1 should be large enough so
that Assumption (H1) is fullled. On the other hand, a large value of ρ1 yields worse bounds in
Theorem 3.1. Moreover, the largest eigenvalue of (Ip2 −C(θ)) is unknown in pratie, whih makes
more diult the hoie of ρ1. We see two possible answers to this issue:
 First, moderate values of ρ1 are suient to enfore (H1) if the target θ is sparse as illustrated
in Table 2.
 Seond, we believe that the bounds for the risk are pessimisti with respet to ρ1. A future
diretion of researh is to derive risk bounds for θ˜ρ1 with ρ1 = +∞. In [Ver09a℄, we illustrate
that suh a proedure gives rather good results in pratie.
In Theorem 3.1, we only provide a lower bound of the penalty so that the proedure performs
well. However, this bound depends on the largest eigenvalue of Σ whih is seldom known in pratie
and we did not give any advie for hoosing a reasonable onstant K in pratie. This is why
we introdue in [Ver09a℄ a data-driven method based on the slope heuristis of Birgé and Massart
[BM07℄ for alibrating the penalty. We also provide numerial evidene of its performanes on
simulated data. For instane, the proedure outperforms variogram-based methods for estimating
Matérn orrelations.
We have mentioned in the introdution that the toroidal assumption for the lattie is somewhat
artiial in several appliations. Nevertheless, we needed to neglet the edge eets in order to
derive non asymptoti properties for θ˜ρ1 as in Theorem 3.1. In pratie, it is often more realisti
to suppose that we observe a small window of a Gaussian eld dened on the whole plane Z
2
. The
previous nonasymptoti properties do not extend to this new setting. Nevertheless, Lakshman and
Derin have shown in [LD93℄ that there is no phase transition within the valid parameter spae for
GMRFs dened on the plane Z
2
. In short, this implies that the distribution of a eld observed in
a xed window of a GMRF does not asymptotially depend on the bound ondition. Therefore,
it is reasonable to think that our estimation proedure performs well if it was adapted to this
new setting. In [Ver09a℄, we desribe suh an extension and we provide numerial evidene of its
performanes.
7.3 Possible extensions
In many statistial appliations stationary Gaussian elds (or Gaussian Markov random elds)
are not diretly observed. For instane, Aykroyd [Ayk98℄ or Dass and Nair [DN03℄ use ompound
Gaussian Markov random elds to aount for non stationarity and steep variations. The wavelet
transform has emerged as a powerful tool in image analysis. the wavelet oeients of an image are
sometimes modeled using hidden Markov models [CNB98, PSWS03℄. More generally, the suess
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of the GMRF is mainly due to the use of hierarhial models involving latent GMRFs [RMC09℄.
The study and the implementation of our penalization strategy for seleting the omplexity of the
latent Markov models is an interesting diretion of researh.
8 Proofs
8.1 A onentration inequality
In this setion, we prove a new onentration inequality for suprema of Gaussian haos of order 2.
It will be useful for proving Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 8.1. Let F be a ompat set of symmetri matries of size r, (Y 1, . . . , Y n) be a
n-sample of a standard Gaussian vetor of size r, and Z be the random variable dened by
Z := sup
R∈F
tr
[
R(Y Y ∗ − Ir)
]
.
Then
P(Z ≥ E(Z) + t) ≤ exp
[
−
(
t2
L1E(W )
∧ t
L2B
)]
, (42)
where the quantities B and W are suh that
B :=
2
n
sup
R∈F
ϕ
max
(R)
W :=
4
n
sup
R∈F
tr(RY Y ∗R′) .
The main argument of this proof is to transfer a deviation inequality for suprema of Rademaher
haos of order 2 to suprema of Gaussian Chaos. Talagrand [Tal96℄ has rst given in Theorem 1.2 a
onentration inequality for suh suprema of Rademaher haos. Bouheron et al. [BBLM05℄ have
reovered the upper bound applying a new methodology based on the entropy method. We adapt
their proof to onsider non-neessarily homogeneous haos of order 2. More details are found in the
tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄.
8.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We only onsider the ase of anisotropi estimators. The proofs and lemma
are analogous for isotropi estimators. We rst x a model m ∈ M. By denition, the model m̂
satises
γn,p(θ˜ρ1) + pen(m̂) ≤ γn,p(θm,ρ1) + pen(m) .
For any θ′ ∈ Θ+, γn,p(θ′) stands for the dierene between γn,p(θ′) and its expetation γ(θ′). Then,
the previous inequality turns into
γ(θ˜ρ1) ≤ γ(θm,ρ1) + γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1) + pen(m)− pen(m̂) .
Subtrating the quantity γ(θ) to both sides of this inequality yields
l(θ˜ρ1 , θ) ≤ l(θm,ρ1 , θ) + γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1) + pen(m)− pen(m̂) . (43)
The proof is based on the ontrol of the random variable γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1).
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Lemma 8.2. For any positive number α, ξ, and δ > 1 the event Ωξ dened by
Ωξ =
 γn,p (θm,ρ1)− γn,p
(
θ˜ρ1
)
≤ 1√
δ
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)
+
√
δ√
δ−1 l (θm,ρ1 , θ)
+
K0δ
2ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
[
(1 + α/2) (dm + dbm) + ξ
2
δ−1
]  ,
satises
P(Ωcξ) ≤ exp
{
−L1ξ
[
α√
1 + α/2
∧√n
]} ∑
m′∈M
exp
{
−L2
√
dm′
(
α√
1 + α/2
∧ α
2
1 + α/2
)}
.
A similar lemma holds in the isotropi ase. In partiular, we hoose α = (K − K0)/K0 and
δ =
√
(1 + α)/(1 + α/2). Lemma 8.2 implies that on the event Ωξ,
γn,p (θm,ρ1)− γn,p
(
θ˜ρ1
)
≤ 1√
δ(α)
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)
+
√
δ(α)√
δ(α)− 1 l (θm,ρ1 , θ) + pen(m)
+ pen(m̂) +
K0ξ
2δ(α)2ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2 (δ(α)− 1) .
Thus, gathering this bound with inequality (43) yields
δ(α)1/2 − 1
δ(α)1/2
l(θ˜ρ1 , θ) ≤
[
1 + δ(α)−1/2(δ(α)1/2 − 1)−1
]
l(θm,ρ1 , θ) + 2pen(m)
+
K0ξ
2ρ21ϕmax(Σ)δ(α)
2
np2(δ(α) − 1) ,
with probability larger than 1− P(Ωξ). Integrating this inequality with respet to ξ > 0 leads to
δ(α)1/2 − 1
δ(α)1/2
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤
[
1 + δ(α)−1/2
(
δ(α)1/2 − 1
)−1]
l (θm,ρ1 , θ) +
2pen(m) +
δ(α)2L(α)
(δ(α)− 1)
[
α2
1+α/2 ∧ n
] ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
. (44)
We upper bound [(α2/(1+α/2))∧n]−1 by.[(α2/(1+α/2))∧ 1]−1. Sine α = K−K0K0 , it follows that
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L1(K) [l (θm,ρ1 , θ) + pen(m)] + L2 (K)
ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
,
Taking the inmum over the models m ∈M allows to onlude.
Proof of Lemma 8.2. Throughout this proof, it is more onvenient to express the quantities γn,p(.)
and l(.) in terms of ovariane and preision matries. Thanks to Equation (19), we also provide a
matriial expression for γ(.) :
γ(θ′) =
1
p2
tr [(I − C(θ′)) Σ (I − C(θ′))] . (45)
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Gathering identities (45) and (17), we get
γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1) =
1
p2
tr
[([
Ip2 − C(θm,ρ1)
]2 − [Ip2 − C(θ˜ρ1 )]2)(XvXv∗ − Σ)] .
Sine the matries Σ, (Ip2 −C(θm,ρ1)), and (Ip2 −C(θ˜ρ1 )) orrespond to ovariane or preision
matries of stationary elds on the two dimensional torus, they are symmetri blok irulant. By
Lemma A.1, they are jointly diagonalizable in the same orthogonal basis. In the sequel, P stands
for an orthogonal matrix assoiated to this basis. Then, the matries C(θm,ρ1), C(θ˜ρ1), and Σ
respetively deompose in
C(θm,ρ1) = P
∗D(θm,ρ1)P, C(θ˜ρ1 ) = P
∗D(θ˜ρ1)P, Σ = P
∗DΣP,
where the matries D(θm,ρ1), D(θ˜ρ1), and DΣ are diagonal. Let the p
2×n matrix Y be dened by
Y :=
√
Σ−1Xv. Clearly, the omponents of Y follow independent standard normal distributions.
Gathering these new notations, we get
γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1 ) =
1
p2
tr
[([
Ip2 −D(θm,ρ1)
]2 − [Ip2 −D(θ˜ρ1)]2)DΣ (YY∗ − Ip2)] . (46)
Exept YY∗ all the matries in this last expression are diagonal and we may therefore ommute
them in the trae.
Let < ., . >H and < ., . >H′ be two inner produts in the spae of square matries of size p2
respetively dened by
< A,B >H:=
tr(A∗ΣB)
p2
and < A,B >H′ :=
tr(A∗DΣB)
p2
.
This rst inner produt is related to the loss funtion l(., .) through the identity
l (θ′, θ) = ‖C(θ′)− C(θ)‖2H .
Besides, these two inner produts learly satisfy ‖C(θ′)‖H = ‖D(θ′)‖H′ for any θ′ ∈ Θ+. Gathering
these new notations, we may upper bound (46) by
γn,p(θm,ρ1) − γn,p(θ˜ρ1 ) ≤ ‖[Ip2 −D(θm,ρ1)]2 − [Ip2 −D(θ˜ρ1)]2‖H′ ×
sup
θ1 ∈ Θm, θ2 ∈ Θcm,
‖[I
p2
− D(θ1)]
2 − [I
p2
−D(θ2)]
2‖
H′
≤ 1
〈[
Ip2 −D(θ1)
]2 − [Ip2 −D(θ2)]2 , [YY∗ − Ip2]〉H′ .(47)
The rst term in this produt is easily bounded as these matries are diagonal.
∥∥[Ip2 −D(θm,ρ1)]2 − [Ip2 −D(θ˜ρ1)]2∥∥H′ = tr [([Ip2 −D(θm,ρ1)]2 − [Ip2 −D(θ˜ρ1)]2)2 DΣp2
] 1
2
= tr
[[
D(θm,ρ1)−D(θ˜ρ1)
]2 DΣ
p2
[
2Ip2 −D(θm,ρ1)−D(θ˜ρ1)
]2]1/2
≤ ϕ
max
[
2Ip2 −D(θm,ρ1)−D(θ˜ρ1)
]
‖D(θm,ρ1)−D(θ˜ρ1 )‖H′ . (48)
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Sine θm,ρ1 and θ˜ρ1 respetively belong to Θ
+
m,ρ1 and Θ
+bm,ρ1 , the largest eigenvalues of the matries
Ip2 − C(θm,ρ1) and Ip2 − C(θ˜ρ1 ) are smaller than ρ1. Hene, we get
ϕ
max
[
2Ip2 −D(θm,ρ1)−D(θ˜ρ1 )
]
= ϕ
max
[
Ip2 − C(θm,ρ1)
]
+ ϕ
max
[
Ip2 − C(θ˜ρ1 )
]
≤ 2ρ1 .
Let us turn to the seond term in (47). First, we embed the set of matries over whih the supremum
is taken in a ball of a vetor spae. For any model m′ ∈ M, let Um′ be the spae generated by the
matries D(θ′)2 and D(θ′) for θ′ ∈ Θm′ . In the sequel, we note dm′2 the dimension of Um′ . The
spae Um,m′ is dened as the sum of Um and Um′ whereas dm2,m′2 stands for its dimension. Finally,
we note BH′m2,m′2 the unit ball of Um,m′ with respet to the inner produt < | >H′ . Gathering these
notations, we get
sup
R = [I −D(θ1)]
2 −
ˆ
Ip2 −D(θ2)
˜
2
,
θ1 ∈ Θm, θ2 ∈ Θ bm and ‖R‖H′ ≤ 1
〈
R,YY∗ − Ip2
〉
H′ ≤ sup
R∈BH′
m2,cm2
1
p2
tr
[
RDΣ
(
YY∗ − Ip2
)]
.
Applying the lassial inequality ab ≤ δa2+ δ−1b2/4 and gathering inequalities (47) and (48) yields
γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1) ≤
δ−1‖C(θm,ρ1)− C(θ˜ρ1)‖2H + ρ21δ sup
R∈BH′
m2,cm2
1
p2
tr2
[
RDΣ
(
YY∗ − Ip2
)]
. (49)
For any model m′ ∈M, we dene the random variable Zm′ as
Zm′ := sup
R∈BH′
m2,m′2
1
p2
tr
[
RDΣ
(
YY∗ − Ip2
)]
.
The variables Zm′ turn out to be suprema of Gaussian haos of order 2. In order to bound Z bm, we
simultaneously ontrol the deviations of Zm′ for any model m
′ ∈ M thanks to the following lemma.
Lemma 8.3. For any positive numbers α and ξ and any model m′ ∈M,
P
(
Zm′ ≥
√
2ϕ
max
(Σ)
n
{√
1 + α/2
√
dm2,m′2 + ξ
})
≤
exp
{
−L2
√
dm′
(
α√
1 + α/2
∧ α
2
1 + α/2
)
− L1ξ
[
α√
1 + α/2
∧ √n
]}
.
This result is a onsequene from a general onentration inequality for suprema Gaussian haos
of order 2 stated in Proposition 8.1. Its proof is postponed to the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. Let
us x the positive numbers α and ξ. Applying Lemma 8.3 to any model m′ ∈ M, the event Ω′ξ
dened by
Ω′ξ =
{
Z bm ≤
√
2ϕ
max
(Σ)
n
[√
1 + α/2
√
dm2, bm2 + ξ
]}
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satises
P(Ω′cξ ) ≤ exp
{
−L1ξ
[
α√
1 + α/2
∧ √n
]} ∑
m′∈M
exp
{
−L2
√
dm′
(
α√
1 + α/2
∧ α
2
1 + α/2
)}
.
From inequality (49), it follows that
γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1) ≤ δ−1‖C(θm,ρ1)− C(θ˜ρ1)‖2H +
2δρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
{√
1 + α/2
√
dm2,bm2 + ξ
}2
,
onditionally to Ω′ξ. By triangle inequality,
‖C(θm,ρ1)− C(θ˜ρ1 )‖H ≤ ‖C(θm,ρ1)− C(θ)‖H + ‖C(θ˜ρ1)− C(θ)‖H .
We reall that the loss funtion l (θ′, θ) equals ‖C(θ′) − C(θ)‖2H. We apply twie the inequality
(a+ b)2 ≤ (1 + β)a2 + (1 + β−1)b2. Setting the rst β to √δ − 1, it follows that
γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1 ) ≤
1√
δ
l(θ˜ρ1 , θ) +
√
δ√
δ − 1 l(θm,ρ1 , θ)
+
2δρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
[
dm2,bm2(1 + β)(1 + α/2) + ξ2(1 + β−1)
]
.
By denition of Um,bm, its dimension dm2, bm2 is bounded by dm2 + dbm2 . Choosing β = δ − 1 yields
γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1) ≤
1√
δ
l(θ˜ρ1 , θ) +
√
δ√
δ − 1 l(θm,ρ1 , θ) (50)
+
2δ2ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
[dm2(1 + α/2) + dbm2(1 + α/2)] + 8ξ
2ϕ
max
(Σ)δ2
np2(δ − 1) .
To onlude, we need to ompare the dimension dm′2 of the spae Um′ with dm′ .
Lemma 8.4. For any model m ∈M, it holds that
dm2 ≤ Ldm ,
where L is a numerial onstant between 4 and 5.48.
The proof is postponed to the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. Dening the universal onstant
K0 := 2L, we derive from (50) that
γn,p(θm,ρ1)− γn,p(θ˜ρ1) ≤
1√
δ
l(θ˜ρ1 , θ) +
√
δ√
δ − 1 l(θm,ρ1 , θ)
+
K0δ
2ρ21ϕmax(Σ)
np2
[
dm(1 + α/2) + dbm(1 + α/2) + ξ
2
δ − 1
]
,
with probability larger than P(Ω′ξ). The isotropi ase is analogous if we replae dm by d
iso
m .
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8.3 Proofs of the minimax results
Let us rst prove a minimax lower bound on hyperubes Cm(θ′, r). We reall that these hyperubes
are introdued in Denition 6.1.
Lemma 8.5. Let m be a model in M1 that satises dm ≤ √np and let θ′ be a matrix in Θm ∩
B1(0p, 1). Then, for any positive number r suh that (1− ‖θ′‖1 − 2rdm) is positive,
infbθ supθ∈Co[Cm(θ′,r)]
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ Lσ2
(
r ∧ 1− ‖θ
′‖1√
np2
)2
dm ,
where Co [Cm(θ′, r)] denotes the onvex hull of Cm(θ′, r). Similarly, let m be a model in M1 suh
disom ≤
√
np and let θ′ be a matrix in Θisom ∩ B1(0p, 1). Then, for any positive number r suh that
(1− ‖θ′‖1 − 8rdisom ) is positive,
infbθ supθ∈Co[Cisom (θ′,r)]
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ Lσ2
(
r ∧ 1− ‖θ
′‖1√
np2
)2
disom .
Proof of Proposition 6.2. The rst result derives from Lemma 8.5 applied to the hyperube Cm(0p, (np2)−1/2).
We prove the seond result using the same lemma with Cm[θ′, (1− ‖θ‖1)/(√np)].
Proof of Lemma 8.5. This lower bound is based on an appliation of Fano's approah. See [Yu97℄
for a review of this method and omparisons with Le Cam's and Assouad's Lemma. The proof
follows three main steps: First, we upper bound the Kullbak-Leibler entropy between distributions
orresponding to θ1 and θ2 in the hyperube. Seond, we nd a set of points in the hyperube well
separated with respet to the Hamming distane. Finally, we onlude by applying Birgé's version
of Fano's lemma. More details an be found in the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄.
Proof of Proposition 6.6. First, observe that the set E(a)∩B1(0p, 1/2) is inluded in E(a)∩B1(0p, 1)∩
U(2). We then derive minimax lower bounds on E(a) ∩ B1(0p, 1/2) from the lower bounds on
hyperubes.
Let mi be a model in M1 suh that dm is smaller than √np. Let us look for positive numbers
r suh that the hyperube [Cmi(0p, r)] is inluded in the set E(a) ∩ B1(0p, 1/2).
Lemma 8.6. Let m be a model in M1 and r be a positive number smaller than 1/(4dm). For any
θ ∈ Co [Cm(0p, r)],
varθ (X [0,0]) ≤ σ2
(
1 + 16dmr
2
)
.
The proof is postponed to the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. If we hoose
r ≤ ai
16σ
√
dmi
,
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then 2rdmi is smaller than 1/8 by assumption (Ha). Applying Lemma 8.6, we then derive that
Varθ (X [0,0]) ≤ σ2 + a2i . Hene, we get the upper bound∑i
j=1
[
Var
(
X [0,0]|Xmj−1
)−Var (X [0,0]|Xmj)] ≤ a2i and it follows that
Card(M1)∑
j=1
Var
(
X [0,0]|Xmk−1
)−Var (X [0,0]|Xmj)
a2j
≤ 1 ,
sine the sequene (aj)1≤j≤Card(M1) is non inreasing. Consequently, Co [Cm(0p, r)] is a subset of
E(a) ∩ B1(0p, 1/2). By Lemma 8.5, we get
infbθ supθ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1/2)
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ Lσ2
(
a2i
16σ2
∧ dmi
np2
)
≥ L
(
a2i ∧
σ2dmi
np2
)
. (51)
Considering all models m ∈M1 suh that dm ≤ √np yields
infbθ supθ∈E(a)∩B1(0p,1/2)
Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ L sup
i≤Card(M1), dmi≤
√
np
(
a2i ∧
σ2dmi
np2
)
. (52)
If the maximal dimension dm
Card(M1)
is smaller than
√
np, the proof is nished. In the opposite
ase, we need to show that the supremum (40) over all models m ∈ M1 is ahieved at some model
m of dimension less than
√
np.
Lemma 8.7. For any integer 1 ≤ i ≤ Card(M1)− 1, the ratio dmi+1/dmi is less than 2.
The proof of Lemma 8.7 is postponed to the tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄. Let i′ be the largest
integer suh that dmi′ ≤
√
np. Sine i′ is smaller than Card(M1), we know from Lemma 8.7 that√
np/2 ≤ dmi′ ≤
√
np. By assumption (Ha), a
2
i′ is smaller than σ
2/dmi′ . Gathering these bounds
yields
a2i′ ≤
σ2
dmi′
≤ 4dmi′σ
2
np2
.
Sine the sequene (ai)1≤i≤Card(M1) is non inreasing, the supremum (40) over all models in M1
is either ahieved for some i ≤ i′ or is smaller than 4(a2i′ ∧ σ2dmi′ /(np2)).
Proof of Corollary 6.3. Observe that Co[Cm(0p, 1/(4dm)] is inluded in Θm ∩B1(0p, 1/2). This last
set is itself inluded in Θ+m,ρ1 ∩ U(ρ2). Applying Lemma 8.5, we get the following minimax lower
bound
infbθ supθ∈Θ+m,ρ1∩U(ρ2)
E
[
l
(
θ̂, θ
)]
≥ Lσ2 dm
np2
,
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sine the dimension dm is smaller than np
2
. Applying Theorem 3.1, we derive that
sup
θ∈Θ+m,ρ1∩U(ρ2)
E
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L(K)σ2ρ21ρ2
dm
np2
+ L2(K)
ρ21
np2
sup
θ∈Θ+m,ρ1∩U(ρ2)
ϕ
max
(Σ)
≤ L(K, ρ1, ρ2)σ2 dm
np2
.
We onlude by ombining the two dierent bounds.
Proof of Proposition 6.7. This result derives from the upper bound of the risk of θ˜ρ1 stated in
Theorem 3.1 and the minimax lower bound stated in Proposition 6.6. For details, we refer to the
tehnial appendix [Ver09b℄.
8.4 Proofs of the asymptoti risk bounds
Proof of Proposition 4.4. This result is losely related to Proposition 4.11 in [Guy95℄. In fat, we
extend his proof to stationary elds on a torus. In the sequel, we shall only onsider non-isotropi
GMRFs, the isotropi ase being similar. Let us x a model m in the olletion M1 and let us
assume (H1).
We dene the dm × p2 matrix χvm as
(χvm)
∗
:= ([C(Ψik,jk)X
v] , k = 1, . . . , dm) .
For any (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , p}2, the (i− 1)p+ j-th row of χvm orresponds to the list of ovariates used
when performing the regression of X [i,j] with respet to its neighbours in the model m. Contrary
to the previous proofs, we need to express the n× p2 matrix Xv in terms of a vetor. This is why
we dene the vetor X
V
of size np2 as
X
V
[p2(j−1)+p(i1−1)+i2] := Xj [i1,i2] ,
for any (i1, i2) ∈ {1, . . . , p}2 and any j ≤ n. Similarly, let χVm be the dm × np2 matrix dened as
χ
V
m[k,p
2(j−1)+p(i1−1)+i2] := χjm[p(i1−1)+i2] ,
for any (i1, i2) ∈ {1, . . . , p}2 and any j ≤ n.
We are not able to work out diretly the asymptoti risk of θ̂m,ρ1 . This is why we introdue
a new estimator θˇm whose asymptoti distribution is easier to derive. Afterwards, we shall prove
that θˇm and θ̂m,ρ1 have the same asymptoti distribution. Let us respetively dene the estimators
aˇm in R
dm
and θˇm as
aˇm :=
((
χ
V
m
)∗
χ
V
m
)−1
χ
V
mX
V
(53)
θˇm :=
dm∑
k=1
aˇm[k]Ψik,jk ,
where we reall that (Ψi1,j1 , . . . ,Ψidm ,jdm ) is a basis of Θm. Obviously, θˇm is a Conditional least
squares estimator sine it minimizes the expression (16) of γn,p(.) over the whole spae Θm. Con-
sequently, θˇm oinides with θ̂m,ρ1 if θˇm belongs to Θ
+
m,ρ1 .
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For the seond result, we assume that Assumption (H2) holds. Applying Corollary 4.2, we know
that for any (k, l) ∈ Λ, X [k,l] deomposes as
X [k,l] =
∑
(i,j)∈m
θm,ρ1 [i,j]X [k+i,l+j]+ ǫm[k,l] , (54)
where ǫm[k,l] is independent from {X [k+i,l+j], (i, j) ∈ m}. For the rst result, the same deompo-
sition holds sine θ is assumed to belong to Θ+m,ρ1 and θm,ρ1 therefore equals θ.
Let am ∈ Rdm be the unique vetor suh that θm,ρ1 =
∑dm
k=1 am[k]Ψik,jk . Then, the previous
deomposition beomes
Xv = a∗mχ
v
m + ǫ
v
m .
Gathering this last identity with (53) yields
aˇm − am =
(
1
np2
(χVm)
∗
χ
V
m
)−1(
1
np2
χ
V
mǫ
V
m
)
,
where the vetor ǫ
V
m of size np
2
orresponds to the n observations of the vetor ǫvm. When n goes to
the innity, 1/(np2)(χVm)
∗
χ
V
m onverges almost surely to the ovariane matrix V by the law of large
numbers. By denition, the variable ǫm[i,j] is independent from the (i− 1)p+ jth row of χvm[i,j]. It
follows that Eθ(χ
V
mǫ
V) = 0. Applying again the law of large numbers we onlude that aˇm onverges
almost surely towards am and that θˇm onverges almost surely towards θm,ρ1 . Besides, the entral
limit theorem states that the random vetor 1/(
√
np)χVmǫ
V
onverges in distribution towards a zero
mean Gaussian vetor whose ovariane matrix equals 1/p2Varθ (χ
v
mǫ
v
m). By deomposition (54),
ǫvm = (I−C(θm,ρ1 ))Xv while the k-th row of χvm equals [C(Ψik,jk)Xv]∗. Thus, for any 1 ≤ k, l ≤ dm,
1
p2
Varθ (χ
v
mǫ
v
m) [k,l] =
1
p2
ovθ [(X
v)∗C(Ψik,jk) [I − C(θm,ρ1)]Xv, (Xv)∗C(Ψil,jl) [I − C(θm,ρ1)]Xv] .
As the ovariane matrix of Xv is σ2 (I − C(θ))−1, we obtain by standard Gaussian properties
1
p2
Varθ (χ
v
mǫ
v
m) [k,l] =
2σ4
p2
ovθ
[
[I − C(θ)]−1 C(Ψik,jk) [I − C(θm,ρ1)] [I − C(θ)]−1 C(Ψil,jl) [I − C(θm,ρ1)]
]
.
By Lemma A.1, all these matries are diagonalizable in the same basis and therefore ommute with
eah other. We onlude that
1
p2Varθ (χ
v
mǫ
v
m) = 2σ
4W and
√
np (aˇm − am)→ N
(
0, V −1WV −1
)
.
As θ̂m,ρ1 belongs toΘ
+
m,ρ1 , there exists a unique vetor âm ∈ Rdm suh that θ̂m,ρ1 =
∑dm
k=1 âm[k]Ψik,jk .
The matrix θm,ρ1 belongs to the open set Θ
+
m,ρ1 for the two ases of the propositions. Indeed, θm,ρ1
equals θ in the rst situation. In the seond situation, this is due to the fat that θ satises (H2)
and to Lemma 4.1.
Sine θˇm onverges almost surely to θm,ρ1 , the matrix θˇm belongs to m with probability going
to one when n goes to innity. If follows that the estimators aˇm and âm oinide with probability
going to one. By Slutsky's Lemma, we obtain that
√
np (âm − am)→ N
(
0, V −1WV −1
)
.
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Let us express the risk of θ̂m,ρ1 with respet to the distribution of âm.
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1
)
= Eθ
[ dm∑
k=1
(âm[k]− am[k]) tr (Ψik,jkX)
]2
= tr
[
V (âm − am)∗ (âm − am)
]
.
By Portmanteau's Lemma, np2l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1) onverges in distribution towards a random variable
whose expetation is tr
(
WV −1
)
. In order to onlude, it remains to prove that the sequene
[np2l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θ)]n≥1 is asymptotially uniformly integrable.
Let us onsider a model seletion proedure with the olletion M = {m} and a penalty term
satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Arguing as in the proof of this theorem, we derive from
identity (44) the following property. For any ξ > 0, with probability larger than 1−L1 exp [−L2ξ],
np2l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1
)
≤ L3dmϕmax(Σ) + L4ξ2ϕmax(Σ) .
This learly implies that the sequene [np2l(θ̂m,ρ1 , θm,ρ1)]n≥1 is asymptotially uniformly integrable
and the rst part of the result follows.
For the rst result of the proposition, we have stated that θ equals Θm. As a onsequene,
lim
n→+∞Eθ
[
l
(
θ̂m,ρ1 , θ
)]
= 2σ4tr
[
WV −1
]
.
Besides, the term W [k,l] here equals tr [C(Ψik,jk)C(Ψil,jl)]. This last quantity is zero if k 6= l and
equals ‖C(Ψik,jk)‖2F if k = l.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. As θ belongs to Θ+∩B1(0p, η), the largest eigenvalue of Σ is smaller than
σ2/(1− η). Applying Theorem 3.1, we get
Eθ
[
l
(
θ˜ρ1 , θ
)]
≤ L(K) inf
m∈M
[
l(θm,ρ1 , θ) +K
σ2
np2(1− η)
]
≤ L(K, η) inf
m∈M
[
l(θm,ρ1 , θ) +K
σ2
np2
(1− η)3
]
.
Gathering this bound with the result of Corollary 4.6 enable us to onlude.
A
Lemma A.1. There exists an orthogonal matrix P whih simultaneously diagonalizes every p2×p2
symmetri blok irulant matries with p× p bloks. Conversely, if θ is a square matrix of size p
whih satises (3), then the matrix D(θ) = PC(θ)P ∗ is diagonal and satises
D(θ)[(i−1)p+j,(i−1)p+j] =
p∑
k=1
p∑
l=1
θ[k,l] cos (2π(ki/p+ lj/p)) (55)
for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p.
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It is proved as in [RH05℄ Set.2.6.2 to the prie of a slight modiation in order to take into
aount the fat that P has is orthogonal and not unitary. The dierene omes from the fat that
ontrary to Rue and Held we also assume that C(θ) is symmetri.
This lemma states that all symmetri blok irulant matries are simultaneously diagonalizable.
Moreover, Expression (55) expliitly provides the eigenvalues of the C(θ) as the two-dimensional
disrete Fourier transform of the p× p matrix θ.
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